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Roberto Serra/Iguana Press / Getty Images

By Chris Vivlamore

It appears that first-round draft pick center Lucas Nogueira will return to Spain for another season. I’m told that the Hawks’
waiver claim pick up of forward/center Gustavo Ayon “most likely” means that Nogueira will get another year overseas to work
on his game and build his body.

Nogueira, who turned 20 this month, would have to fight for playing time in a crowded frontcourt that includes Al Horford, Paul
Millsap, Elton Brand, Pero Antic, Mike Scott (non-guaranteed) and Ayon.

Second-round draft pick Mike Muscala will also most likely play elsewhere next season while the Hawks retain his rights.

Brand and Ayon are only guaranteed through next season and Millsap after two seasons.

The 7-foot Nogueira showed promised using his height and reach while playing for the Hawks in the Las Vegas Summer
League earlier this month. However, at 225 pounds, he was clearly out muscled on the boards by fellow draftees and others
training to earn training camp invites.

The issue facing the Hawks was whether it would have been better for Nogueira’s development to play major minutes
overseas or play limited minutes while on a weight-training program in Atlanta. The decision was aided by landing Ayon at a
modest $1.5 million salary.

Nogueira said this month that his preference is to remain in the United States.

“Everybody talks to me about this,” Nogueira told the Atlanta Journal-Constitution. “If I stay here, I’m happy. But if I need to go
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back I’m happy too because in Spain everybody believes in me. I’ve lived … in Spain and I know my club and everybody
knows me. I’m happy. I know I can improve my game in Spain. I improved so much this year from last year. Right now, the
most important thing is my body. I can’t improve my body in Spain. I’m perfect to stay here because the most important thing
is to improve my body.”

Nogueira averaged 6.4 points and 6.0 rebounds in five summer league games.

The Hawks have not announced where Nogueira, still unsigned, will play next season. The team would have to workout a
buyout of his contract in Spain in order for Nogueira to be signed.
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Posted by PantherWin at 11:54 a.m. Jul. 29, 2013
Report Abuse

Chris, do you know what the weight training program is like with his team in Spain? I imagine it isn't up to par with what NBA
teams have but surely the Hawks can get him a personal trainer if needed?

Posted by Steve-W at 11:59 a.m. Jul. 29, 2013
Report Abuse

So, that opens up another 1.4 mill in cap space, and the opportunity to sign Ivan if oden fall thru - Maybe

Posted by Steve-W at 12:02 p.m. Jul. 29, 2013
Report Abuse

So waive Stevenson, and with this move you've got 2.3 mill cap space left

Just read the bucks have over 10 mill left

Posted by Steve-W at 12:03 p.m. Jul. 29, 2013
Report Abuse

Signing Carroll of course

Waive Scott, your at 3.1 mill
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If you slide Carroll into the room, you've got 5.6 mill

Posted by wordsmithtom at 12:11 p.m. Jul. 29, 2013
Report Abuse

With the signing of 2 experienced bigs, we're now much deeper on front line than last year. Bebe has skills, but these two
guys outweigh him by 50 lbs each. Same problem with Muscala. He'll benefit from a year playing against bigger
competitition, then trying for a slot next year. Looks like Hawks want to contend this year. Wonder what the wait is on Carroll.
Still see him and Milsap eating up the bulk of 3 minutes, with Korver catching a few. Ivan, perhaps....if they do let Scott go. I'm
not sold on Scott leaving. Don't think we'll know until the last September cut on that one.

Posted by km42 at 12:13 p.m. Jul. 29, 2013
Report Abuse

Bebe in Spain, roll of the dice.
Bebe in NBDL=cap hit, but getting seasoning and learning in the best place for him right now. Or will he get exposed by
others? Bad move if it's a Euro league.

DF trying to win or trying to prove he can win with vagabonds under CMB?

FYI, Oden's agent doesnt' even know who our GM is....it will come out that we didn't make an offer to Oden, similar to Bynum.

Posted by wordsmithtom at 12:21 p.m. Jul. 29, 2013
Report Abuse

If Oden's agent doesn't know who Hawks GM is, that speaks more to Oden and his agent. Hello. Maybe Oden can play....yet
to be seen. I know Antic and Ayon can play, and hard. Both better than Zaza + Brand for 10 minutes to boot. Looks like we'll
play much bigger this year, even though we don't have the center of the future here now. Center by committee is ok with me.

Posted by km42 at 12:22 p.m. Jul. 29, 2013
Report Abuse

Of the potential trade rumors out there, who would you take to add to this roster?

Gasol - D'Antoni does not like this guy's game
Aldridge - Portland papers say its just a matter of time.
Asik - Houston is not done dealing if they can improve another position...like PG?

And Chills still looking for a home after a year with the Nets. Kings or 76ers are rumored. He turned down a deal to go back
to Greece.
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Posted by wordsmithtom at 12:33 p.m. Jul. 29, 2013
Report Abuse

Asik, among that set of trade ideas. But, don't want to see Schroeder part of the trade. No way; no how.

Posted by MattP at 12:37 p.m. Jul. 29, 2013
Report Abuse

km42,

All depends what the Hawks have to give up in each trade.

Posted by wordsmithtom at 12:43 p.m. Jul. 29, 2013
Report Abuse

Another thing, with this current depth, expect Coach Bud to play 10-12 deep instead of the same 7-8 guys. Hawks were worn
ragged come end of last season. Las Vegas Larry played people like his job was on the line...and it was.

Posted by RodfromCollegePark at 12:52 p.m. Jul. 29, 2013
Report Abuse

"Looks like Hawks want to contend this year." 

Contend for what? A Euroleague championship?

Posted by devounknown1000 at 1:01 p.m. Jul. 29, 2013
Report Abuse

DF IS PETE BABCOCK X

He will set this franchise back for next 10years

GO HAWKS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Posted by devounknown1000 at 1:13 p.m. Jul. 29, 2013
Report Abuse

Hawks will win no more than 25games this year, HA

HIGH LIGHT FACTORY WILL BE EMPTY WITH THE CURSE CONTINUE.

GO HAWKS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Posted by km42 at 1:25 p.m. Jul. 29, 2013
Report Abuse

"All depends what the Hawks have to give up in each trade."

Well, most of our roster is new, so DF is going to to struggle with trades like he does with FAs.

The draft is our fastest attempt to be a contender, but while LBJ is in MIA, it will not happen IMO.

Posted by HBLWWClyde at 1:31 p.m. Jul. 29, 2013
Report Abuse

We need Noguiera here. More bigs the better. Rotating Antic, Ayon, and Noguiera means more fouls to keep folks out the
paint. The Hawks were known as a escort service last year and things have to change starting now. Let Brand and Horford
play PF and let the centers do there thing.

Posted by HBLWWClyde at 1:35 p.m. Jul. 29, 2013
Report Abuse

Waive Stevenson and Cunningham. Stevenson was on his last leg last year and Cunningham struggled to stay on the court
during the summer league. Give me D. Jones over Cunningham.

Posted by HBLWWClyde at 1:41 p.m. Jul. 29, 2013
Report Abuse

PG- Teague, Schroder
SG- Korver, Lou, Jenkins
SF- Millsap, Carroll, Tolliver
PF- Horford, Brand
C- Antic, Ayon, Noguiera

Cut Mack, Cunningham, and Scott. Sign Tolliver over Scott to help out on the wing. Lou and Jenkins can help out as the third
PG. Noguiera will see playing time if Brand can't stay healthy.

Posted by -OBrien- at 1:56 p.m. Jul. 29, 2013
Report Abuse

FTPB,

Vava,

“I just hope that Horford will be next draft's Holiday, since that will be certainly the only way to get it done.”
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Not going to happen imo. Holiday is younger than Al (23 vs 27), and plays PG, which is a more premium position than PF/C.
Plus Holiday has 3 years left on his deal, whereas Al will only have 2 (next offseason). 

Posted by vava74 at 1:58 p.m. Jul. 29, 2013
Report Abuse

DF's strategy (?) is puzzling by the day.

This roster has "mediocre" written all over it and honestly can't understand where he is headed.

DF is closer to producing a huge dud than from actually doing anything remotely good to the Hawks.
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